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Best approximation in C(X) by elements of a Chebyshev suhspace is governed by 
Haar’s theorem, the de la Vallee Poussin estimates, the alternation theorem, the 
Remez algorithm, and Mairhuber’s theorem. J. Blatter (1990, J. Approx. Tkeory 61, 
194-221) considered best approximation in C(X) by elements of a suhspace whose 
metric projection has a unique continuous selection and extended Haar’s theorem 
and Mairhuber’s theorem to this situation. In the present paper we so extend the 
de la VallCe Poussin estimates, the alternation theorem, and the Remet algorithm. 
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‘Throughout this paper we deal with best approximation of elements of 
the space C(X) of all continuous real-valued functions on a compact 
Hausdorff topological space X in the uniform norm 
llfll = sup{ If( : x E a> .f‘E C(X), 
by elements of a vector subspace G of finite dimension n 2 1. For SE C(X), 
the distance off to G is the non-negative real number 
d(f)=inf(Ilf-gll : ggGj, 
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and the set of best approximations off in G is the non-empty compact 
convex subset 
P(f) = {ge G: llf-gll = d(f)) 
of G. The (set-valued) metric projection of (C(X) onto) G is the mapping 
P of C(X) into the power set of G which maps f E C(X) onto P(f ), and a 
continuous election of the metric projection of G is a continuous mapping 
S of C(X) into G with the property that Sf E P(f) for every f E C(X). 
G is called a Chebyshev subspace of C(X) if every f E C(X) has a unique 
best approximation in G; it is part of the folklore of the subject that in this 
case the metric projection of G, considered as a mapping of C(X) into G, 
is continuous. A. Haar [6] gave the following intrinsic description of 
such G. 
HAAR'S THEOREM. G is a Chebyshev subspace of C(X) zff any non-zero 
function in G has at most n - 1 distinct zeros. 
Best approximation in C(X) by elements of a Chebyshev subspace G is 
governed by Haar’s theorem, the de la VallCe Poussin estimates, the alter- 
nation theorem, the Remez algorithm, and Mairhuber’s theorem. J. Blatter 
[l] considered best approximation in C(X) by elements of a subspace G 
whose metric projection has a unique continuous selection and showed that 
Haar’s theorem has the following extension to this situation. 
BLATTER'S THEOREM. The metric projection of G has a unique continuous 
selection iff 
(1) any non-zero function in G has at most n distinct zeros; 
(2) for any 1 <m 6 n distinct isolated points x1, . . . . x, of X, 
dim{gEG:g(xi)= ... =g(x,)=O}<n-mm; and 
(3) for any n distinct points x1, . . . . x, of X and any n signs sl, . . . . s, in 
{ - 1, l}, there exists a non-zero function g in G with the property that for 
each i = 1, . . . . n the function sig is non-negative in a neighborhood of xi. 
In the same paper Blatter also extended Mairhuber’s theorem to the new 
situation. In the present paper we so extend the de la VallCe Poussin 
estimates, the alternation theorem, and the Remez algorithm. This is done 
in Sections 2 and 3. 
G is called an almost Chebyshev subspace of C(X) (A. L. Garkavi [4]) if 
the set of functions in C(X) which do not have a unique best approxima- 
tion in G is of the first category in C(X). A. L. Garkavi [4; Theorem I, and 
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last paragraph on p. 186 of the English translation] gave the following 
intrinsic description of such G. 
GARKAVI'S THEOREM. G is an almost Chebyshev subspace of C(X) #for 
any non-zero function g E G, card int Z(g) < 12 - 1 (card = cardinal number 
of, int = interior of, Z(g) = the zero set of g) and for any 1 <m < n - 1 
distinct isolated points x1, . . . . x, of X, 
dim(gEG:g(xl)= ... =g(x,)=Q)<n-m. 
Garkavi’s theorem shows that in the presence of condition (I) in 
Blatter’s theorem, condition (2) is equivalent to the condition that G be an 
almost Chebyshev subspace of C(X). Thus, if we agree to call G a weakly 
interpolating subspace of C(X) (F. Deutsch and G. Niirnberger [33) if G 
satisfies condition (3), we may restate Blatter’s theorem in the following 
slightly redundant form. 
The metric projection of G has a unique continuous selection iff G is a 
weakly interpolating almost Chebyshev subspace of C(X) with the property 
that card Z(g) d n for every g E G - { 0 >. 
In Section 1 of the present paper we show that a weakly interpolatin 
almost Chebyshev subspace G of C(X) is a natural habitat for 
“o-alternators.” These “o-alternators” are the key to the results in Sections 2 
and 3. 
In order to render this paper reasonably self-contained without cluttering 
it up, we found it convenient to gather some simple but not quite obvious 
results of a rather general nature which we use frequently, in an appendix. 
1. ~-ALTERNATORS DEFINED 
In the sequel we assume that g,, . . . . g, is, a fixed basis for G. We define 
a function v: X + R” by 
v(x)= k,(X)? ...> g,(x)), XEX, 
set 
A,= ((Xl, . ..> x,) E Y : two of the xi coincide}, 
define a function D: x” - A, -+ R by 
D(P) = det(4xd, . . . . 4x,)), p = (x,, ~..) x,) E x” - A,, 
and note that a change of the basis g,, . . . . g, for G amounts to multiplica- 
tion of D by a non-zero constant. 
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We adopt the following notation: For a non-empty closed subset Y of X 
and for f~ C(X), the norm on Y offis 
llfll Y= suPUf(x)l : xE Y>, 
the distance on Y off to G is 
dy(f)=inf{Ilf-glly: gEG), 
and the set of best approximations on Y off in G is 
h4f)=bG: If-&=Mf)I. 
LEMMA 1. These conditions on G are equivalent. 
(a) G is an almost Chebyshev subspace of C(X). 
(b) For any geG- (O}, card int Z(g) <n - 1, and for any 
1 <m <n - 1 distinct isolated points x1, . . . . x, of X, 
dim(gEG :g(x,)= ... =g(x,)=O} <n-m. 
(b’) For any ge G N (O), 
cardintZ(g)<n-dim{hEG:h=OonintZ(g)). 
(c) The set {p~X”w A,:D(p)#O} is dense in F-A,. 
(cl) For any Nan distinct points x1, . . . . xN of X and any disjoint 
neighbourhoods Ui of the xi there exist points yie Ui, i= 1, . . . . N, such that 
WYi, 2 . . . . yin) # 0 for any n distinct indices 1 < i,, . . . . i, 6 N; in other words, 
GI (~1, . . . . yN} (I =restricted to) is n-dimensional and satisfies the Haar 
condition. 
(c”) For any member U of the uniformity 92 of X (for all uniform 
notions employed, refer to the uniformity of X in the Appendix) there exists 
a finite U-net Y in X with the property that GI Y is n-dimensional and 
satisfies the Haar condition. 
ProoJ: The equivalence of (a) and (b) is, of course, Garkavi’s theorem, 
the equivalence of (b) and (b’) was observed in J. Blatter [l], and that (b) 
implies (c) was stated without proof in A. L. Garkavi [4]; for a proof see 
J. Blatter [ 11. 
(c) * (c’). Suppose (c) holds and suppose we are given N> n distinct 
points x1, . . . . xN of X and disjoint open neighbourhoods Ui of the xi. We 
may and shall suppose that N 2 n + 1. 
Let 
{I ,..., n!(9}--%{(il ,..., i,):l<i, ,..., i,<Ndistinct} 
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be any bijection, and suppose for a moment that for each k = 1, ...9 n!(r) we 
have constructed non-empty open subsets V,,,, . . . . V,, of U1, . . . . UN, 
respectively, with the property that 
ifIdE<kdn! 
(7 
n with, say, cp(l) = (iI, . . . . i,), then D(vl,, . ..) vi,) #O 
for any (yc, . . . . Yi,)E Vi,,kX ... X Vin,k. (*I 
It is clear then that any points 
.Yie vi,n!(t)9 i = 1, . . . . IV, 
have the required property. We now construct the I/,,,, . . . . V,,, by induc- 
tion over k. 
Let p( 1) = (j,, . . . . j,). By (c) and by the continuity of D, there exist non- 
empty open subsets Vj,,l, . . . . Vjn,l of Uj,, . . . . Ujn, respectively, such that 
D( Uj, 2 .*.Y Vjn) + O for any (.Yj*, -, .Yjn) E VI,,1 X , .-, X vjn, I. 
Set y.,, = U, for alljE {l, . . . . N} - (j,, . . . . jn}. 
Now suppose we have constructed Vl,k, . . . . V,, with the property (*) for 
some 1 <k < n!(t). Let cp(k + 1) = (jr, . . . . j,). Again by (c) and by the 
continuity of D there exist non-empty open subsets Vj,.k+ 1, .~., Vj,,k+ 1 of 
Vjl,k, ...) vjn,k, respectively, such that 
D(Vj,, .*.T Ujn) #O for any (Uji, -) YjnlE Yjl,k+l X .‘. x Vj,,k+l* 
Set vj,k + i = Vj,k for alljE {l, . . . . N} N {j,> . . . . j,). 
(c’) * (cl’). Suppose (c’) holds and suppose that UE Q. There exists 
a symmetric VE 42 such that Vo V= ((x, y) : (x, z), (z, y) E V for some 
z> c U and there exists a finite V-net {x1, . . . . xN) in X. We may and shall 
suppose that N> 12. By (c’) there exist distinct points yi E V[x,], i = 1, . . . . N, 
such that G/ (vr, . . . . yN) is n-dimensional and satisfies the Haar condition. 
Now let x E X. Since (x1, . . . . xN} is a V-net, x 15 V[xi] for some i. Since V 
is symmetric and Vo Vc U, XE U[y,]. Thus { yl, . . . . yN} is a U-net. Set 
y= (VI, . ..> Y.4. 
(c”) =+ (a). Suppose (c”) holds and suppose that f~ C(X) - 6. There 
exists a sequence {U,},, N in 42 such that 
lim Q(f, g,, . . . . g,; U,) = 0. 
ksN 
By (c”), for every k E N there exists a finite Uk-net Y, in X such that G / Yk 
is n-dimensional and satisfies the Haar condition. Set Pyk(f) = (hk) for 
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every k E N. By the first discretization lemma in the Appendix, the sequence 
&Af)L N converges to d(f) and the sequence {IQ}~ EN has a sub- 
sequence thki)[~ N which converges to some h E P(f). For every I E N, set 
f,=(f v uw4Jkl(f))) A (&+4,(f)) ( v , A = sup, inf). 
The sequence ( fr) lt N converges to f and, since /I fi- h,J = dYki(f ), 
P( fi) = {hki} for every 1 E N. 
We have shown that the set of functions in C(X) which have a unique 
best approximation in G is dense in C(X), and this (see J. Blatter [l]) is 
enough for G to be an almost Chebyshev subspace of C(X). 
LEMMA 2. If G is an almost Chebyshev subspace of C(X) then for any n 
disjoint non-empty open subsets U, , . . . . U, of A’ the following two conditions 
are equivalent. 
(a) There exists a sign s E { - 1, l} such that 
SD(P) 3 0 for all p E fi Ui. 
i= 1 
(b) Given N B n + 1 distinct points x1, . . . . X~E u;= 1 Ui with the 
property that D(x,,, . . . . xi,) # 0 for some 1~ i,, ,.., i, < N, and given non-zero 
real numbers al, . . . . 01~ with the property that sgn ai = sgn olj (sgn = sign of) 
whenever xi and xi belong to the same Uk, there exists a ge G such that 
Proo$ (a) * (b). Suppose (a) holds and (b) does not. Then there exist 
N 2 n + 1 distinct points xi, . . . . xN E UT= I Ui with the property that 
Dk,, . . . . xi,) # 0 for some 1 < i,, . . . . i, <N, and there exist non-zero real 
numbers a,, . . . . aN with the property that sgn oli = sgn olj whenever xi and xj 
belong to the same Uk, such that CT= i cli g(x,) = 0 for all g E G. 
Set I= (iE (1, . . . . n} :xjE Ui for some jE (1, . . . . N}), set m=cardI, and 
if m < n choose for each i E (1, . . . . n} N I an arbitrary point yi E Ui. 
Set Ji= {je {l,..., N) : xj E Ui} for every iE I, and use the second fact 
about R” in the Appendix (Cl”= I lclil (sgn a,v(x,)) = O!) and the implication 
’ 
x (c ) 
” in Lemma 1 to obtain distinct points xi”, i E { 1, . . . . N}, and y* , 
> ...,n} - Z, of X and non-zero real numbers a:, . . . . ol$ such that 
l if i E I and j E Ji then x,? E Ui and sign aj* = sign olj; 
l cy=“=, a)v(xi*)=O; 
l if iE (1, . . . . n} -Ithen yTelJi; and 
l D(p) # 0 for any point p E x” - d, with coordinates only among 
the XT and y:. 
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For every (j,, . . . . j,) E J-Iisl J, let pCi,,,,,,i,j be the point of Y - A,, whose 
ith coordinate is 
x,:: if iEI and jkEYi 
Y* if iE (1, . . . . ~21 -I. 
For every 2~ { 1, .,., n} set 
and for every ie I let si be the common sign of the u.7, Jo J,. 
The identity 
c la:. . a:l ~D(P~~~,...,~,,,)) = s1 ”‘3,s det(vl  . . . .  (ji2...,.fm)~nitfJi 
is now obvious. By (a) and by the construction of the x7, y”, and ET, all 
the terms of the sum on the left are positive. Since Cic I v, = 0, the determi- 
nant on the right is zero. We have reached a contradiction. 
(b)=>(a). Suppose (b) holds. By the implication “(a)*(c)” in 
Lemma 1 there exists a point p = (x1, . . . . x,) E nr= 1 Ui such that D(p) # 0. 
Set s= sgn D(p). Since D is continuous there exist open neighborhoods 
V 1 ) . ..) v, of X1) . ..) x,, respectively, such that Vi c Ui for all i and sD(q) > 0 
for all q E nr= r Vi. We show by induction over k = 0, . . . . n that 
SD(q) > 0 whenever q = (yl, . . . . y,) E x” - A, is such that 
y,~Uiifl~iikandy,~Viifk+l~ii~. B*) 
By our choice of the Vi, (*) holds for k = 0. Suppose then that (*) holds 
for some O< k<n and suppose that SD(q) -co for some 
9 = (Yl, a..? y,)~Xn-A, such that yieUi if l<i<k+l and yie Vi if 
k + 2 6 i d n. By our hypotheses, y, + t E U, + r - cl V, + 1 (cl = closure of). 
Choose Y~+~ E Vk+, and use the continuity of D and the implication 
“(a) * (G’)” in Lemma 1 to obtain zr, . . . . z, + I E X such that 
* zi~Ui if lQi<k, z~+~EU~+~NCA Vk+l, ZiEVi if k+26idtz 
and Zn+lE v,k+,; 
0 D(z,, . . . . 2, . . . . z, + 1) # 0 for i= 1, . . . . n ( -= omit what is under it); 
and 
0 sD(z,, . . . . z,) < 0. 
Obviously, there exist c(r) . . . . a, + r ER not all zero such that 
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c;z: uia(zi) = 0. By the third fact about R” in the Appendix, there exists 
a HER- (0) such that 
cxi= y( - l)‘D(z1, . ..) z; **., z,+ 1) for i= 1, . . . . n + 1. 
Thus, all of the ai are different from zero. Since sD(z,, . . . . zn) < 0, 
sgna,+,=sgny(-l)“+lsgnD(z,,...,z,)=sgny(-l)”s, 





Thus, sgna,+,=sgna,+,. This contradicts (b), whence (*) holds for 
k = n, and this is just (a). 
COROLLARY. G is a weakly interpolating almost Chebyshev subspace of 
C(X) ijjf 2”’ - A,, is the disjoint union of the closures (in X’ -A, !) of the sets 
pos(D)={p~x”-A.:D(p)>O} and 
neg(D) = {p E x” -A, : D(p) < 0}, 
in symbols, 
x” - A, = cl pas(D) i, cl neg(D). 
Proof: Fix any n disjoint non-empty open subsets U1, . . . . U,, of X. By 
the first fact about R” in the Appendix, condition (b) in Lemma 2 is 
equivalent to the condition 
O#intconv(fiIsjOIUi]) foranynsignss,,...,s,E(-l,l}. 
Now fix sl, . . . . s, E { - 1, 1 }. By your favourite separation theorem, 
O$intconv($Isi~[UJ) iffthereexistsacERnw{O} 
such that (c, a) > 0 for all a E fi siv[ Ui] ( ( ., . ) = scalar product). 
i=l 
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Finally, fix c = (c, , . . . . c,) E R” - (0) and set g=CyzI cigi. Obviously 
<c, a) 20 for all aE ij siu[Ui] 
i= I 
iff si g(x) 2 0 for all i= 1, . . . . N andall XE Ui. 
The Corollary now follows from Lemmas 1 and 2. 
~~~1~~~0~. Suppose that G is a weakly interpolating almost 
Chebyshev subspace of C(X). 




if p E cl pas(D), 
if p f cl neg(D), 
pEXn-d,. 
We set 
A prfl = (h, ‘a’, x,-f. 1 ) E x” + 1 : two of the xi coincide 1, 
define a reference in X to be any point of Y + ’ - A,,+ 1, and set, for any 
reference R = (x, , . . . . x, + 1 ) in X, 
For a function f E C(X) - G, a o-alternator off in G is a function g E G with 
the property that for some reference R = (x1, . . . . x,+ 1) in X and for some 
sign SE i-1, 11, 
U-gf(xi~=s(-l~icrR,i llf-gll for i= 1, . ..) n i- t 
(see M. Sommer [lo, ll]), 
We note that the concept of a G-alternator is independent of the par- 
ticular basis for G used in its definition (see the note on 1) at the be~nuin~ 
of this section) and also that it is pe~utation invariant as it should be: 
R=(xl,*.*,x,+l) is a reference in X, if rc is an element of the permutation 
group of order 12 + 1, and if R, is the permuted reference (x,(~): .. . . x,(,+ lj)r 
then, representing n as a product of transpositions and using induction 
over the number of transpositions, one easily sees that 
(- l)i~R.,i= sgn 2r( - l)z(i)cr,,,jij for i= 1, . ..) n + 1. 
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Remarks. 1. We note that our proof of “(b) * (c) =S (c’) * (c”) =z- (a)” 
in Lemma 1 is a new proof for the difficult half of Garkavi’s theorem. 
2. The condition (c”) in Lemma 1 should be contrasted with the 
following 
EXAMPLE. Let M be an ordinal such that 
set X= [0, l]‘=, define g,, g, E C(X) by 
g, = 1, g2=n1 ( =projection onto the first factor), 
and set G = span{ g,, g2}. Then G is a 2-dimensional almost Chebyshev 
subspace of C(X) which on no dense subset of X is 2-dimensional and 
satisfies the Haar condition. 
ProoJ: By Garkavi’s theorem, G is a 2-dimensional almost Chebyshev 
subspace of C(X). Now suppose that G is 2-dimensional and satisfies the 
Haar condition on some subset Y of X. It is clear from the definition of G 
that card Y < 2’O and this implies that Y is not dense in X Were Y dense 
in X, then (see, e.g. L. Gillman and M. Jerison [S; 9A]) 




contrary to our choice of a. 
3. In the light of the equivalence “(a)*(c)” in Lemma 1, the 
Corollary suggests the question if the condition that G be a weakly inter- 
polating subspace of C(X) is equivalent to the condition that 
cl pas(D) n cl neg(o) = $. The answer to this question is “no,” as the 
following example of F. Deutsch and G. Niirnberger [3] shows: Set 
X= [ -2,2], define g,, g, E C(X) by 
g1(x) = 
{ 
0 for -2<x<o, 
X for O<xd2, . 
g2(x) = 1 - 1x1 for 1x1 < 2, 
and set G= span(g,, g2}. Then G is a 2-dimensional weakly interpolating 
subspace of C(X), but (- 1,1) E cl pas(D) n cl neg(D). 
W. Li [9] showed that both the condition that G be a weakly inter- 
polating subspace of C(X) and the condition that cl pos(D)ncl neg(D)=d 
are satisfied whenever the metric projection of G has a continuous selection. 
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2. EXISTENCE AND UNICITY OF O-ALTERNATORS; 
UNIQUE a-ALTERNATORS=~NIQIJE CONTINUOUS SELECTIONS 
For this section we assume that G is a weakly interpolating almost 
Chebyshev subspace of C(X). 
An admissible reference in X is a reference R = (x1, . . . . x, + 1) in X with 
the property that dim(G 1 {x,, . . . . x,, ,}) = n; another way of saying this is 
that the vectors 0(x,), . . . . u(x,+ 1) span R”, or then that at least one of the 
determinants D,,, , . . . . D,,, + 1 is different from zero. By the implication 
‘“(a) =z= (c’)” in Lemma 1, the set of admissible references in X is dense in 
the set Pf’-dnfl of all references in X, and by the equivalence 
“(a) c> (b)” in the fact from linear algebra in the Appendix, every reference 
in X is admissible iff card Z(g) <N for all g E G - (0). 
For an admissible reference R = (x1, . . . . x,, i) in X, we set 
pR,j=(Ig: lo,,i~)~l(-I)io,,i for E’=l,...,y1+1; 
by the third fact about R” in the Appendix, the numbers ,u,,~ are charac- 
terized by the equations 
n+l n+l 
c PR,AXi) = 0 and 
i=l 
,F, (-l)‘aR,iPR,i= l. 
We adopt the following notation: For a non-empty closed subset Y of X3 
a reference in Y is a reference in X whose points all belong to Y, and for 
f~ C(X) and a non-empty closed subset Y of X such that dy(f) > 0, a 
o-alternator on Y off in G is a function gE G with the property that for 
some reference R = (y,, . . . . Y,, + I) in Y and for some sign s E { - 1, 11, 
(f-g)(Yi)=s(-l)‘oR,i llf-&7ll Y for t= 1, . ..) n + 1. 
THE DE LA VALLI~E POUSSIN ESTIMATES. 1. For any gEG, any rejkence 
R = (~1, . . . . x, + 1 ) in X, and any sign s E ( - 1, 1 }, 
inf{s(-l)‘o,ig(x,) : i= 1, . . . . n-I- I} GO. 
2. If f E C(X) and g E G are such that 
s( - 1 Y%,i(f -g)(xJ ’ 02 i=l ) . ..) la + 1, 
for some reference R = (x1, . . . . x, + 1 ) in X and for some sign s E ( - 1, I>, 
then 
dR(f)Zinf{j(f-g)(x,)/ :i=l,...,n+l} 
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(the notation “dR(f ),’ is slightly abusive!), and 
sup{s( - l)j~~,~(f- h)(xi) : i= 1, . . . . n + l> > 0 for all h E G. 
3. If f E C(X), if Y is a non-empty closed subset of X with the property 
that dy(f) > 0, and if g is a o-alternator on Y off in G, then g is a best 
approximation on Y off in G. 
Proof. 1. Suppose that ge G is such that 
s( - l)‘OR,i Axi) > O, i = 1, . . . . n f 1, 
for some reference R = (x1, . . . . x, + 1 ) in X and some sign s E { - 1, 1 }. Then, 
by the continuity of g, by the implication “(a) * (c’)” in Lemma 1, and by 
the Corollary, there exists an admissible reference R* = (x,*, . . . . x,*+ 1) in X 
such that 
s( - l)&Jg(xi*) > 0, i = 1, . . . . n + 1, 
and it follows that 
n+l n+l 
O= C PR*,ig(x*)=s 1 IPR*,il Idx*)13 
i=l i=l 
a contradiction. 
2. Let f, g, R, and s be as specified, and suppose first that 
dR(f)<d=inf{)(f-g)(q)1 :i=l,...,n+l}. 
Then there is an h E G such that /If - hII R < d, and it follows that 
S(-ll)i~~,i(h-g)(Xi)=s(-l)iO~,i(f-g)(Xi) 
- s( - 1)%&f - h)(xi) > 0 
for i= 1, . . . . n + 1, (*) 
a contradiction to 1. Now suppose that for some h E G 
s( - 1 )io&f - h)(q) < 0 for i= 1, . . . . n + 1. 
Then we again have (*+although for different reasons- and (*) still 
contradicts 1. 
3. Let f, Y, and g be as specified, say, 
(f-g)(Yi)=s(-l)‘o,i llf-gll Y3 i = 1, . . . . n + 1, 
for some reference R = ( yl, . . . . JJ,+~) in Y and for some sign sE { -1, l}. 
Then, by 2, 
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IIf- gll Y 2 dY(f) 2 dR(f) 
>inf{ I(f-g)(yJl : i= 1, . . . . n+ 13 = IIf-glj y, 
whence g E Py(f). 
TEEOIU-M 1. Every function in C(X) N G has a a-alternator ia G. 
2. Every function in C(X) N G has a unique a-alternator in G ifj’ Amy 
non-zero fixation in G has at most n distinct zeros. 
3. If every function fe C(X) N G has a ~~~q~e -aIte~~ator g,T i.~ G, 
then the ~a~~i~g S: C(X) -+ C defined by 
if f E C(X) - G 
if LEG 
is a continuous election of the metric projection of 6. 
Proof. 1. Fix f E C(X) N G. 
There exists a sequence (U, > k E N in % such that 
lim fz(A g,, . . . . g,; tik) = 0. 
ktN 
By the implication “(a) =z- (c,Y, in Lemma 1, for every k EM there exists a 
finite U,-net Y, in X such that G/ Yk is n-dimensional and satisfies the 
Haar condition. Set Py,( f) = (hk} for every k f N. 
S. 1. Zuhovitzky [12] proved (the unordered alternation theorem for 
approximation by Chebyshev subspaces) that for each kE:N there exist a 
reference Rk = (y,,,, . . . . yn + l,k) in Y, and a sign sk E ( - 1, I) such that 
(f-hk)(YLk)=Sk(-l)iORk,i llf-MIY, for i= 1, “.) n+ 1. 
By the first discretizat~on lemma in the Appends, the sequence 
&,ff) 1 ks N converges to d(f) and the sequence jh, Ike N is a bounded 
sequence all of whose cluster points lie in P(f). Let h be one of these 
cluster points. There exists a subnetih,,),, L of the sequence fkklke N whack 
converges to h and for which 
* for each i= 1, . . . . n + 1, there exists a point yi E X such t 
lim /EL, Yi,k,=Yi; 
* for each i= 1, . . . . n + 1, there exists a sign s( E ( - 1, 1) such that 
c‘Rk,,d = s; for all I E L; and 
* there exists a sign s E ( - 1, 11 such that ski = s for all IE E. 
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Clearly 
for i= 1, . . . . n + 1. 
Thus, if all the yi are distinct, then R = (yr, . . . . yn+ 1) is a reference in X 
and, by the Corollary, si = gR,i for i = 1, . . . . IZ + 1, whence h is a a-alternator 
offin G. It remains to be seen why no two of the yi can coincide. 
Suppose that at least two of the yi coincide. Choose auxiliary points if 
necessary to obtain distinct points zr, . . . . z, of X so that each yi is a zj, and 
use the Corollary to obtain disjoint open neighborhoods Ur, . . . . U, of 
Zl, . . . . z,, respectively, and a sign s’ E { - 1, 1 } such that 
s’D(p) 2 0 for all p E fi Ui. 
i= 1 
Fix 1 EL sufficiently large that 
for every i = 1, . . . . n + 1, if yip Uj then yi,+~ Uj. 
Obviously, there exist CI~, . .. . a,, I E R not all zero such that 
C;z: a,~( y+,) = 0. By the third fact about R” in the Appendix, there exists 
a PER- (0) such that 
ai= Y( - l liD&,,i for i= 1, . . . . n + 1. 
Thus, all the ai are non-zero and 
sgn ai = sgn y( - l)‘c~,,,,~ for i = 1, . . . . y1+ 1. 
Now, by our choice of U,, . . . . U,, if.)),,,, Yj,k,E uk, then Yi=yj, whence 
‘(-‘)“! Ilf-hll =(f-h)(.Yi)=(f-h)(Yj) 
= s( - 1)‘s; Ilf- hII, 
whence ( - 1)‘s: = ( - 1 )j$, whence sgn ai = sgn 01~: We have reached a 
contradiction to Lemma 2. 
2. Suppose first that some non-zero function g, in G has n + 1 dis- 
tinct zeros x1, . . . . x,+ r. Set R = (x1, . . . . x n+ r), choose a function h E C(X) 
with the properties 
llhll = 1 and h(xJ = (- l)‘~r,,~ for i= 1, . . . . n + 1, 
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and set 
f=h(l-$$,I. 
Then (- l)icrR,if(~i) = 1 for i = 1, . . . . n + 1, and therefore, by the de la 
Vallte Poussin estimates, 
On the other hand, for ICI < 1, 
Thus, d(f) = 1 and c(g,/jlg,ll)Ep(f) for all ICI 6 I. Now, 
(f--c&)(~~)=(-l)‘~~,~ for i=l,...,n+l and Ic/$l 
shows that all the c( g,/ljg,ll), ICI < 1, are o-alternators for f in 6. So much 
for this half of 2. 
In order to prove the other half of 2, we suppose that card Z(g) < n for 
all g E G - (0) and recall that this means just that any reference in X is 
admissible. We commence with a 
LEMMA. If g is any function in G and if R = fx, , . . . . x, + I) is a reference 
in X such that 
(-l)‘aR,ig(x,)<O for i=l,..., n+l, 
then, for every i= 1, . . . . n+ 1 such that D,,i#O, the function (-l)ia,,ig is 
non-negative in a neighborhood of xi. 
Prooj Let g and R be as specified. Set 
I= {in (1, . . . . n+ l} : D,,i#O> 
and observe that 
n+ 1 n + 1 
o= c PJz,iEdXi) = - c IPA,il Ig(x,)l, 
i= 1 i=l 
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whence 
‘d%) = 0 for all i e I. (*I 
Set 
J= { 1, . . . . n+l)-I. 
If J= q5 then, by (*), g = 0, so that the conclusion of the lemma holds for 
trivial reasons. Suppose therefore that J# 4, set 
H={h~G:h(x~)=Ofor all ~EI}, 
and fix i E I. By the implication “(a) * (c)” in the fact from linear algebra 
in the Appendix, 
dim H=n-cardI+ 1 =card J. 
For each j E J, define a function hi E G by 
A 
hj(x) =det(dxl), -, u(xjb -, d~,+l))~~=~, 
where the subscript “xi = x” indicates that the point xi in the determinant 
is to be replaced by the variable x E X. Since 
i 
0 if ke { 1, . . . . n+l)-{i,j>, 
hi(x,)= DR,j=O if k = i, je J, 
t-11 i+j+lDR,i # 0 if k=j, 
the functions {h, : jE J} form a basis for H. By (*), g E H, i.e., 
Now, since 
g= c cjhj for some cj E R. 
jsJ 
- ( - 1 h,j I g(xj)l = g&J = cjhj(xj) 
=~~(-l)~+j+‘“~,~ ID,,jl, .ie J, 
we have that 
(-l)‘o&rR,jcj~o for all jE J; 
and by the Corollary, for each jE J there exists a neighborhood Uj of xi 
such that 
a,,jhj(x) 2 0 for all x E Uj. 
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Combining the last two sets of inequalities, we obtain that 
(-l)‘a,,ig(x)= c (-1)‘o R,icjhjCx) = 1 lcjl lhjtx)l 3 O 
jEJ je/ 
for all x E n ja J U,. The lemma is proved. 
We now suppose that some f E C(X) - G has two a-alternators h, an 
in G, say, 
(fwhk)Cxi,k) =sk(-l)‘(TR~,i llf-hkll, i = 1, *.I) 12 + 1, k= 1,2, 
for references R, = (x1, k, . . . . x,, l,k) in X and signs sk E { - 1, I>. Set 
xk= ixi,k :DRk,ifo), k= 1,2. 
For any g E f’(f), 
Sk(-l)i~Rk,i(hk-g)(Xi,k) 
=%A- lhQ,i(f-g)(xi,k) -&- v~R,,iu--Mxi,k) 
=Sk(-l)iORk,,i(f-g)(Xi,k)-d(f)~O, 
i= 1, . . . . n + 1, k= 1, 2. 
A first two-fold appeal to the lemma, once with h, -h, on R, and once 
with h,- h, on R,, tells us that h, = h, on X, u X,. Thus if 
card(X,uX,)>n+l, h,=h,, and we are done. Suppose therefore that 
card( X, u X,) < n. Set 
Since 
H,={hEG:h=OonX,}, k= 1, 2. 
and 
H,+H,c{h~G:h=0onX,nX,), 
by the implication “(a)*(c)” in the fact from linear algebra in the 
Appendix, 
n-card(X,nX,)+13dim{h~G:h=OonX,nX,) 
> dim(H, + Hz) = dim H, + dim Hz - dim( H, n 61,) 
=(n-cardX,+l)+(n-cardX,+l) 
- (n - card(X, u X,) + 1) = n - card(X, n X2) + 1, 
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whence 
dim{hEG:h=OonX,nX,}=n-card(X,nX,)+l. 
This implies first that X, n X2 # 4 and then that the vectors (u(x)},,~~ n X2 
are linearly dependent. By the implication “(a) * (d)” in the fact from 
linear algebra in the Appendix, the latter is possible only if X, = X2. Since 
h,=h, on X1=X2, for any xi,rEX1 and any xI,zeX, such that xi,l=xj,2, 
whence 
sl( - l)‘O,,,j=s,( -l)$QJ. 
Now, a second two-fold appeal to the lemma tells us that 
h,=h, in a neighborhood of X, = X2, 
and this, since not all points of X, =X2 are isolated points of X, because 
G is an almost Chebyshev subspace of C(X), finally implies that h, = h, 
also in this case. 
3. Suppose that every function f~ C(X) N G has a unique e- alter- 
nator gr in G and suppose that the selection S of the metric projection P 
of G has been defined according to 3. Since P is upper semi-continuous, S 
is continuous at all points of G. Suppose therefore that {fk}k,N is a 
sequence in C(X) N G which converges to f~ C(X) - G. For every k E N, let 
&= txl,k, ...) %z+l,k ) be a reference in X and sk E ( - 1, 1 } a sign such that 
(fk - Sfk)(Xi,k) = $k( - 1 )iaR,,i llfk - sf,ll for i= 1, . . . . n + 1. 
The sequence { Sfk } k E N is a bounded sequence all of whose cluster points 
lie in P(f). Let g be one of these cluster points. There exists a subnet 
{‘?fk,}leL of the sequence (Sfk}keN which converges to g and for which 
l for each i= 1, . . . . n + 1, there exists a point X~E X such that 
lim leL Xi,k[ = xi; 
l for each i= 1, . . . . n + 1, there exists a sign s! E { - 1, l} such that 
dRkl, i = s; for all I E L; and 
l there exists a sign s E { - 1, 1 } such that sk, = s for all ZE L. 
Clearly, 
(f- g)(Xi) = FGT (fk, - Sfk,)(Xi,k,) = S( - 1)‘s; IIf- g II for i= 1, . . . . y1+ 1. 
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Suppose that at least two of the xi coincide. Choose auxiliary points if 
necessary to obtain distinct points zr, . . . . z, of X so that each xi is a zj, and 
use the Corollary to obtain disjoint open neighborhoods U,, ..,, U,Z of 
zl, . . . . z,, respectively, and a sign s’ E ( - 1, I> such that 
s’D(p) 2 0 
i=l 
Fix ZE L sufficiently large that 
for every i= 1, . . . . n + 1, if xie U, then x~,~,E h/,. 
By the Corollary, there exist disjoint open neighborhoods V,, . . . . V,, 1 of 
Xl,kp ..‘> X n + I,k,, respectively, such that 
for every i = 1, . . . . 12 + 1, &D(p) 3 0 
forall PE VI x ... x cx ... x k/,+, 
and 
for every i = 1, . . . . n + 1, if x~,~,E U, then Vie Uj. 
Use the implication “(a) =E- (c’)” in Lemma 1 to obtain points X* E V,, 
i= 1 , . . . . n + 1, such that G 1 {x1*, .. . . x,*+ r) is n-dimensional and satisfies the 
Haar condition, and set R* = (XT, . . . . x,*+~). Obviously, there exist 
Nl > ..-, ER not all zero such that cl:,’ a,u(x*) = 0. By the third fact 
about !?‘tn the Appendix, there exists a y E R N (0) such that 
cli = y( - l)iDR*,i for i= 1, . . . . n + 1. 
Thus, all the ai are non-zero and 
sgn txi = sgn y( - 1)‘0,*,~ for i = 1, . . . . n + 1. 
Now, by our choice of V,, . . . . V,, 1, 
fJR*,i = d&,i = s; for i = 1, . . . . n + 1, 
and therefore, if XT, x,? E U,, then xi = xi, whence 
s( - l)j.$ l/f- hll = (f-h)(q) = (f- h)(x,) 
= s( - 1)‘s; llf- hjl, 
whence ( - 1)‘s; = ( - l)jsi, whence sgn ai = sgn aj: We have reached a con- 
tradiction to Lemma 2. This shows that no two of the xi coincide. Thus 
R=(xl,-.,xn+l) is a reference in X and, by the Corollary, ~r,,~=s: for 
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i = 1, . . . . n + 1, whence g = S’ This shows that lim, t N S& = Sf and we are 
done. 
Remarks. 1. The Theorem, of course, characterizes the values of the 
unique continuous selection in Blatter’s theorem as unique c-alternators, 
just as the alternation theorem characterizes unique best approximations as 
unique alternators. We call attention to the fact, however, that our proof 
of the Theorem also provides a new and simpler proof of the difficult half 
of Blatter’s theorem; that we were working on such a proof was announced 
in [l]. 
2. We note that the function f used in the first part of the proof of 
2 is just the function Haar used in the proof of his theorem. 
3. Simple examples how that the o-alternators in 1 cannot always be 
taken on admissible references. Here is one: Set X= [ - 1, 11, define 
gl E C(X) by 
g1(x) = Cl- 1x1 P2, I4 G 1, 
and set G= span(g,}. Then G is a l-dimensional weakly interpolating 
almost Chebyshev subspace of C(X), the function f E C(X) N G defined by 
f (xl =x9 I4 6 1, 
has 0 for its only best approximation in G, and the only reference on which 
f a-alternates is the non-admissible reference R = ( - 1, 1). 
4. A. J. Lazar, P. D. Morris, and D. E. Wulbert [8] proved the 
following 
THEOREM. If G is l-dimensional, its metric projection has a continuous 
selection iff 
(i) card bdry Z(gr) < 1 (bdry = boundary of); and 
(ii) if bdry Z(gr) = {x}, h t en one of g, and -g, is non-negative in a 
neighborhood of x. 
In order to prove the sufficiency part of their theorem, Lazar, Morris, 
and Wulbert set 
H= {gIX-intZ(g,) :gEG} 
and observe that, given a continuous selection 5” of the metric projection 
of C(Xw int Z(gi)) onto H, the mapping S: C(X) -+ G defined by 
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is a continuous selection of the metric projection of 6; they then set out to 
construct such an s’. Now, it is obvious that H is a l-dimensional weakly 
interpolating almost Chebyshev subspace of C(Xw int Z(gr)) with the 
property that card Z(h) < 1 for all h E H- (01, and therefore, by our 
Theorem, the metric projection of H has a unique continuous selection, 
namely, the mapping which leaves the elements of H fixed and sends eat 
element of C(Xw int Z(gI)) N H onto its unique o-alternator in H. Thus, the 
Lazar-Morris-Wulbert selection may be obtained via unique a-alternators. 
5. M. Sommer [lo, 111, in his approach to o-alternators, uses, 
among others, as a crucial condition on G that it be Haar on the comple- 
ment of some finite subset of X. We remark in passing that J. Blatter [ I], 
in his extension of Mairhuber’s theorem, has provided examples of 6’s 
which admit unique cr-alternatores but do not satisfy this condition. 
3. CALCULATING UNIQUE CONTINUOUS SELECTIONS 
For this section we assume that G is a weakly interpolating almost 
Chebyshev subspace of C(X) with the property that any non-zero function 
in G has at most y1 distinct zeros, and that f is a fixed function in C(X) 
which does not belong to G. We want to design an iterative algorithm 
which calculates the value at f of the unique continuous selection of the 
metric projection of G, that is to say, the unique o-alternator off in 6. 
The basic process in this algorithm is that of solving systems of linear 
equations with a matrix 
i 
g1(x1) .‘. &(X1 1 w)“~R,l 
M,= f 
‘Yl(Xn+l) ... ‘rn(X,+l) Fwfl~R,n+l 
R=(-q,...,-%+1) a reference in X. The Laplace development of det M, by 
the last column is 
n+l 
detM,= c (-l)“+“‘(-l)‘o,,,D,,~. 
i= 1 
Since cR, jDR,i 2 0 for all i, and since D,,j # 0 for some i, it follows that 
(-l)n+l det M, > 0; 
i.e., we are dealing with non-singular systems. Exactly which systems we are 
solving, and why, is explained in 
APPROXIMATION ON A REFERENCE. Let R =(x1, . . ..x.+!) be a reference 
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in X with the property that dR(f) >O (since dim(G +Rf) = n + 1, such 
references exist!). Then the solution (c~,~, . .. . c~,,+ 1) E R"+ ' of the system 
has the properties 
(1) the function g, = x7= 1 CR, i gi is a a-alternator on R off in G; 
(2) the modulus d, = Ic~,~+ 1 1 is the distance on R off to G; and 
(3) the sign sR = sgn c~,~+ 1 satisfies the identity 
n+l 
s,d,= C PR,if (Xi). 
i=l 
Proof By the definitions involved, 
(f-gR)(Xi)=(-f)i(TR,iCR,n+l for i = 1, . . . . n + 1. 
This shows first that c~,~+ 1 # 0 (dR(f) > O!), and then that g, is a 
o-alternator on R off in G. Thus, by the de la Vallee Poussin estimates, 
g, E PR(f), and therefore d, = 11 f - gRll R = dR(f). Finally, 
n+l n+l n+l 
i;l P~,if(Xt)= ?gl PR,iU”-gR)(Xi)=SRdR 1 (-lliOR,iPR,i=SRdR. 
i= 1 
The key device in our algorithm is an exchange procedure E which 
assigns to each pair (R, x) in the set 
W = {(R, x) : R is a reference in X with the property that 
dR(f) >O, and x is a point in X with the property that 
I(f-g&)I >d R ; so that, in particular, the point x does not 
belong to the reference R) 
an exchange reference E(R, x) in X, namely, the reference R with one of its 
points exchanged for x; the exchange index e(R, x), that is to say, the index 
of the point of R to be exchanged for x, is given by 
THE EXCHANGE RULE. Let (R = (x1, . . . . x,, 1), x) E W and set 
s = sgn(f -g,)(x). Then there exists a unique index m = e(R, x) in 
{ 1, --., n + l} with the property that, tf the reference R’ = (xi, . . . . xk+ 1) = 
E(R, x) in X is defined by 
x; = X if i=m 
xi if ie { 1, . . . . n+l>-{m}, 
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then, for some s’ E ( - 1, 11, 
s’( - l)%J&f-gR)(X;) > 0 for i = 1, . ..) n + 1, (1) 
or, equivalently (note that CT~,,~ = ull,m !), 
~.R,,i=SSR(-l))m~~,,~R,i for iE (I, . . . . n+ l> N (m]; (1’) 
this index m and the associated reference R’ have the additional properties 
that, if (VR, 1, . . . . vR,n + l) E R *+ ’ is the solution of the system 
(” = transpose of ), 
which is to say that 
?I+1 iI+1 




z=inf ~:i~{l,...,n+l}and(-l)‘a,,iv.,i>O (2) 
V R,i 
I-L R’,m=(-l)RoR,m~ and 
,u~‘,i=SSR(-l)mfsR,m /4R,i-kv 
( VR,m R,i > 
for i~{l,...,rz+l}~{m); 
(31 
&,(f)=&(f)+~ (I(f-gR)(X)I -dRtf)), (4) 
Proof Unicity. Suppose that two distinct indices m, and m2 have the 
required property (I’), and denote by R; and R; the respective new references. 
Then, by (1 ‘), 
flRi,m* = ssR( - 1 )m’(iR,,l gR,mz and oRi,mi = ssR( - 1 )mzoR,m~~R,mli 
whence 
@R&m, = (- l)m1+m2~Ri,m2, 
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whereas, by the definitions involved, 
ORi,rnl = - (- l)Ml+m%Ri,mZ. 
Existence. By the Corollary, by what we have seen in approximation on 
a reference, and by the de la Vallee Poussin estimates, there exist disjoint 
neighborhoods U,, .., U,, r and U of x1, . . . . x,+ 1 and x, respectively, with 
the properties 
CT is constant on the product of any n of U,, . . . . U,, r and U; (5) 
for any reference Ref E U1 x . . . x U,, + r and for any point y E U, 
dRef(f) > O, SRef = sR~ df- gRef)b) ’ dRef* (6) 
Comparing this choice of U,, . . . . U,, 1 and U with condition (l’), we 
see that if the exchange index map e is to exist, we must have 
e(Ref, v) = e(R, x) for all pairs (Ref, y) with.Ref E U1 x ... x U,, r and 
YE U. We use a special such pair to construct e(R, x). By the implication 
“(a) * (c’),, in Lemma 1, there exist x:, . . . . x,*+ 1 and x* in U1, . . . . U,,, 1 
and U, respectively, such that the restriction of G to {x:, . . . . x,*+ r} u {x*} is 
n-dimensional and satisfies the Haar condition. We set R* = (XT, . . . . xztl) 
and we denote by (v~*,~, . . .. v~*,~+~) ER~+~ the solution of the system 
- -TV- ly%,; ,I LssR@tx*)] 
Since c;L: (- l)i CJ~*,~V~*, i = 1, the set 
Z= (iE (1, . . . . n+ l} : (-l)iO,*,ivR*,i>O} 
is non-empty. We choose an index m E Z with the property that 
e=inf 1%: iEZ], 
we define a reference R*‘= (XT’, . . . . x,*ll) in X by 
X* if i=m 
Xi” if ic (1, . . . . n+l>-{ml, 
and we claim that 
~R*,,~=ssR*(-~)~oR*,~BR*,~ for i~{l,...,n+l}~{m}. (7) 
Xn order to prove this claim, we set 
From observaticm of the fact that ( - I )d’uRt,ipR9,i L== 0 for i = 1 9 .&., R + 1 p it 
follaws from the definition of I and the choice of m that 
ss,*( - 1 )mnbR*,,( - l)io,*,,ai 2 0 for iE (1, . ..) 
Using (IO), we obtain from (8) that 
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Combining (9) and (11) with the third fact about R” in the Appendix, we 
see that there exists a y E { - 1, 1 } such that 
pR*‘,i= Ycri for i = 1, . . . . y1+ 1. (12) 
Since (- l)‘~,*,,~p~*,,~ > 0 for i = 1, . . . . IZ + 1 (and since rrR*,,m =crR*,m!), 
(12) and (8) imply that y = 1, and then (12) and (10) imply (7). Now 
observe that (7), (6), and (5) imply (1’). 
Additional properties. By the definitions involved, 
CL ’ 
(-l)mDR,,m=(-l))MDR,m= IdetMRI 
R2m= ldet M,,l ldet M,,] ldet M,,I IJRsrn’ 
(13) 
and, UShg the fact that U(X) = SsR ~~~~ vR,iv(xi), 
(-1)i 
PC-- Rsi- Jdet M,,( ssR(vR,rnDR,i+ (-l)“+i+lvR,iDR,m) 
Vet MRI 
= ldet MR,~ SSR(~R,ivR,m-~R,mVR,i) for iE{l,...,n+l}-(m}. 
(14) 
Combining (13) and (14) with (l’), we see that 
n+l 
1 = c (- l)‘aR8,i~R’,i 
i=l 
(15) 
Now, (15) implies immediately that (- l)mcrR,m~R,m>O, which is the first 
part of (2); plugging (15) into (13) and (14) gives (3); by (3) and (l’), 
( PRJ?l O<(-l)‘aR.,ipR~,i=(-l)ic7R,i pR,i--v R,i > for i= 1, . . . . n + 1, VR,m 
and this trivially implies the second part of (2); finally, by (I’), 
(S(--)maR,,)(-l)iaR’,i(f-gR)(XI)>o for i = 1, . . . . n + 1, 
whence, by the de la VallCe Poussin estimates, 
dR(f) > 0 and SR’=S(-l))m~~,m, 
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and it follows, by what we have seen in approximation on a reference and 
by (3), that 
n+l n+l 
d,y(f) = d,, = SR’ 1 pR’,jf(X:) = $R’ c pR’,i(f- gR)(X;) 
i= 1 i=l 
= j;I (-l)ioR’,i~R’,i I(f-gR)(XoI 
= dR(f) + 2 (Itf-gR)b)/ -dR(f)), 
and this is (4). 
As to be expected, our algorithm commences with a discretization of our 
original problem. This discretization is solved by 
THE DISCRETE ALGORITHM. Let Y be a finite subset of X, and let R, be 
a reference in Y with the property thai dR,(f) > 0. Then the algorithm 
1. Set R=R,. 
2. Calculate g,, d,, and sR. 
3. Calculate a point YEY with the property that 
l(f-gA(y)l= Ilf-gRlly, andset s=w(f-gRbI. 
4. Exhibit R g,, d, sR, Y, i(f-gR)(y)l, and s. 
5. If /(f-g,)(y)/ >dR, calculate e(R, y) according to the exchange 
rule, set R = E(R, y), and go to step 2. 
6. rf i(f-gR)(y)l =dR, stop. 
is finite, i.e., reaches tep 6; it is obvious that when the algorithm reaches tep 
6, then g, is a a-alternator on Y off in G. 
ProoJ: Suppose that the discrete algorithm is not finite. It then exhibits, 
upon executing step 4, a sequence (R,, yl), (R2, y2), ..~ of pairs such that 
for j = 1, 2, . . . 
e Rj= (Yl,j, ..*p Yn+l,j) is a reference in Y with the property that 
dx,(f )‘O; 
8 yj is a point in Y with the property that I (f - g,,)(y,)l > d,; and 
* Rj+ 1 =E(Rj, Vi). 
Since Y is finite, 
Rjz = Rj, for some 1 <j, <j,. 
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Since, by (4) of the exchange rule, 
dRj,(f) d dR,l+*(f) G ’ ’ ’ d dRj2(f)S 
it follows that all these numbers are equal to some d. Set 
r=inf{I(f-gR,)(~j)l :jl <j<.L} >d, 
and set 
sj=sgnU-gR,)(Yj) for j, <j<j,. 
By the Corollary, by what we have seen in approximation on a reference, 
and by the de la Vallee Poussin estimates, for each j, <j<jz there exist 
disjoint neighborhoods V1, j, . . . . V, + i, j and Vj of yi, j, . . . . yn+ i, j and yj, 
respectively, with the properties 
l 0 is constant on the product of any II of V,,j, . . . . V,, i,j and Vi; and 
l for any reference Ref E VI, j x . . . x V, + i, j and for any point y E Vi, 
0 < dR&7 < k(d+ y), SRef=SRj9 and I(./-gRef)(Y)I > $(d+ r), whence, by 
the exchange rule, e(Ref, y) = e(Rj, y,). 
Set 
ix 12 ..*2 xN) = i.j {Yl,j, ...> Yn+l,j)” iYj>, 
jt <i Sj2 
define a function 40: ( 1, . . . . 12 + 1 } x {j, , . . . . j,} -+ ( 1, . . . . N} by 
if ytj=x,, then q(i, j)=k, 
define a function $: {j,, . . . . j2} -+ { 1, . . . . N} by 
if yj=x,, then $(j) = k, 
and choose disjoint neighborhoods Ui, . . . . U, of xi, . . . . x,,,, respectively, 
such that 
Vi, j c U, whenever cp(i, j) = k and Vj c U, whenever t+k( j) = k. 
By the implication “(a) 3 (c’),, in Lemma 1, there exist XT, . . . . x$ in 
u 1, . . . . U,, respectively, such that G / {xl*, . . . . xg} is n-dimensional and 
satisfies the Haar condition. Set 
Rj* = (Xi&l,j), ...> Xz(n+ 1.j)) for j, <jBj2. 
It is clear, then, that 
Rj*+ 1~ E(R,* > X$cj,) for j, Qj<j,. 
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Since ~R;,~(R,?,x&,$ # 0 for j, <j <j,, it foflows, by (4) of the exchange rule, 
that 
dR;(fwR;+I(f)< “. <4$(f)? 
whence, in particular, 
R$#Rz. 
We have reached a contradiction. 
THE AL~RIT~M. Let Y, be a finite subset ofX and let R, be a re~re~~~~ 
in PI with the property t~lat dR,(f) > 0. Then the a~gorith.~ 
1. Set Y=Y, andR=R,. 
2. Calculate g,, dR, and sR . 
3. Calculate a point XEY with the property that 
I(f-gRl(X)I = Ilf-g,ll.. 
4. If I(f-gdx)I >d,e calculate e(R, x) according to the exchange 
rule, set R = E(R, x), and go to step 2. 
5. rf IV-gdb)I =LdR, calculate a point x E X with the property that 
l(f-gRH~)I = llf-gRll and set s= wW-gRKG 
6. exhibit Y, R, g,, d,, sR, x, /(f-g&x)], and s. 
7. If l4f-gd(-~)l >dR> calculate e(R, x) ac~ordjng to the exchange 
rule, set R = E(R, x), set Y= Y u (xl, and go to step 2. 
8. lf IV-g&I =dm stop. 
either is finite, i.e., reaches step 8, or else is not; in the former case, it is 
obvious that when the algorithm reaches step 8, then g, is the o-alternator 
off in G; in the latter case, the algorithm produces a sequence of functions 
in G which converges to the u-alternator off in G. 
ProoJ Suppose that the algorithm is not finite. As we have seen in the 
discrete algorithm, it then exhibits, upon executing step 6, an ~n~reasi~~ 
sequence t Yk )k E N of finite subsets of X such that dim(G 1 Y, > = n, and for 
each Y, a reference Rk= (AZ,.,, .. . . x,+~,~ ) in Yk with the property that gRk 
is a cr-alternator on Y, off in G. By the de la Vallee Poussin estimates, 
gRk B PYk(f) for k = 1,2, . . . . and thus, by the second discretization lemma in 
the Appendix, the sequence {dYk(f)jkeN converges to d(f), and the 
sequence i &Rk 1 k t N is a bounded sequence all of whose cluster points lie in 
P(f). Let g be one of these cluster points. There exists a subnet {gRk,)lEL 
of the sequence (g, > ks N which converges to g and for which 
e for each i= 1, . . . . n + 1, there exists a point x,&Y such that 
lim IeL Xi,k,=Xl; 
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l for each i= 1, . . . . IZ + 1, there exists a sign S,E (-1, l} such that 
rrRk,,i = si for all I E L; and 
l there exists a sign s E ( - 1, 1 } such that sRk = s for all ZE L. i 
Clearly, 
(f- g)(xi) = f’:‘: (f- gRk,)(Xi,k~l = s( - l Jisi Ilf- gll for i= 1, . . . . y1+ 1. 
Just as in the final paragraph of the proof of 3 in the Theorem, one sees 
that no two of the xi coincide. Thus, R = (xi, . . . . x, + i) is a reference in X 
and, by the Corollary, G~,~= si for i = 1, . . . . II + 1, whence g is the 
a-alternator offin G. This shows that the sequence (gRk}kE N converges to 
the o-alternator offin G, and we are done. 
Remarks. 1. If, in the situation of the exchange rule, all the pR,,i are 
non-zero, then the form of the pR,,i given in (3) shows that condition (2) 
actually characterizes the exchange index m, i.e., the inf in (2) is attained 
only at m; this, unfortunately, is not true in general, not even if all of the 
bR,i are non-zero. 
2. The a-alternators on finite subsets of X of f in G which we 
calculate in the discrete algorithm are actually unique: repeat, verbatim, 
our proof of the corresponding part of the Theorem. 
3. There is a very short, very elegant, but highly non-algorithmic 
proof for the existence of o-alternators on finite subsets of X offin G: use 
the implication “(a) 3 (c’),’ in Lemma 1. 
APPENDIX 
THREE FACTS ABOUT R”. 1. Given a non-empty subset A of R”, 
0 E int conv(A) (conv = convex hull of) 
iff there exist N 2 n + 1 distinct points a,, . . . . anE A which span R” and 
positive real numbers aI, . . . . a,,, such that Cy= 1 cliai = 0. 
2. Given N 2 n + 1 distinct points a,, . . . . aNE R” which span R” and 
positive real numbers c1,, .. . . an such that Cy= 1 cliai= 0, then any N points 
b 1, . . . . bN sufficiently close to aI, . . . . aN, respectively, are also distinct and 
span R” and have the property that CjY”=, Bibi= 0 for some positive real 
numbers PI, . . . . PN. 
3. Given n + 1 distinct points a,, . . . . a,, , E R” which span R” and real 
numbers a,, . . . . CI, + 1 not all zero such that cr=‘: aiai= 0, there exists a 
yeR- (0) such that 
a,=y(-l)‘det(a,, . . . . $:, . . . . a,,,) for i= 1, . . . . n+ 1. 
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Proof 1. Suppose first that 0 E int conv(d). Let b,, . . . . b, be a basis for 
R” and let E > 0 be small enough that Ebl, . . . . Eb,, -E Cy= 1 bj E conv(A ). 
Obviously, 
& jI EbY+j&(-8~l ‘i>=‘. 
J-1 
Now write ebr, . . . . .zb,*, --E Cy= 1 bi as convex combinations of elements of 
A to obtain the desired a,, . . . . aN and CI~, .. . . aN. 
Now suppose that N 2 n + 1 distinct points a,, . . . . aN E A span R” an 
have the property that Cy!, cc,a, =0 for some positive real numbers 
Xl* . ..) CiN. Since a,, . . . . aN span R”, the linear map 
R”+R” 
(PI, -., BN) t-+ 2 Biai 
. i=l 
is onto and thus open. Now observe that 
(P~,...,~N)ER~:P~,...,P ,>Qand 2 Bi<l\ 
i= 1 J 
is an open subset of RN whose image under this map contains 0 and is 
contained in conv(A). 
2. We may and shall assume that a,, . . . . a, are linearly independent. 
Then for any b,, . . . . bNe R” sufficiently close to aI, ..-, aN, respectively, 
b 19 . ..f b, are also linearly independent, and the solution (PI 5 ..~, Bn) E 
the system 
,C, bibi= - ; a,bi 
i=n+l 
has the property that PI, . . . . Pn > 0. 
3. Again we may and shall assume that a,, . . . . a,, are linearly inde- 
pendent, Then, since (a,, . . . . a,) E R II is the solution of the system 
a,, , # 0 and, by Cramer’s rule, 
cLi = 
-u,+I(-l)n+idet(a, ,..,, $ ,..., a,,,) 
det(a,, . . . . a,) 






’ = det(a,, . . . . a,) ’ 
A FACT FROM LINEAR ALGEBRA. Consider these conditions on G. 
(a) cardZ(g)dnfor every geG- (0). 
(b) For any distinct points x1, . . . . x,, 1 EX, det(v(x,), . . . . G, . ..) 
v(x,+l))#Ofor some iE (1, . . . . n+ 1). 
(c) For any 1 <m <n distinct points x1, . . . . x, E X, 
dim{gEG:g(xl)= ... =g(x,)=O} 
n-m if 4x,), ..., v(x,) are linearly independent = 
1 n-m+1 otherwise. 
(d) For any 1~ m < n distinct points x1, . . . . x, E X, tfCy= 1 a,v(x,) = 0 
for some ccl, . . . . CI, E R - {0}, then any non-empty proper subfamily of 
{v(xi)>i=l,...,m is linearly independent. 
Then (a) is equivalent o (b), (b) pl’ tm zes c , and (c) is equivalent o (d). ( ) 
Proof (a) o (b). This follows immediately from the observation that 
for any distinct x1, . . . . x, + 1 E X and any g = x7= 1 ci gj E G, 
g(x1)= ... =g(xn+1)=0 iff i cigi(xi) =0 for j= 1, . . . . n + 1. 
i=l 
(b)*(c). If x1, . . . . x, E X are distinct, and if g = XI= 1 ci gi E G, then 
g(x1)= ... =g(x,) = 0 iff i cigi(xj)=O for j=l,...,m 
i=l 
and 
rank(v(x,), . . . . v(x,)) Z m - 1 
(the rank condition is obvious if card X= n; if card X3 n + 1, choose 
distinct x, + r, . . . . x, + I E X- {xi, . . . . x,} and note that (b) says just that 
rank(v(x,), . . . . v(x,+ 1)) = n). 
(c) =z= (d). First note that (d) holds for trivial reasons if m = 1. Now, 
let 2 d m d n and let CT= I E~v(x~) = 0 for some distinct x1, . . . . x, E X and 
some q, . . . . CI,ERN (0). For iE (1, . . . . m}, 
V(Xi) = - -g 2 V(Xj), 
;=,: ‘i 
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whence 
rank(v(x,), . . . . $) , , . . . . GL)) = raWu(x,), . . . . +,I), 
and the latter rank, by (c), is m - 1. 
(d) * (c). First note that (c) holds for trivial reasons if m = 1. Now, 
let 2 d m d IZ and let x1, . . . . x, E X be such that ZI(X~), . . .. 0(x,) are linearly 
dependent. Part (d) implies that there is exactly one non-empty subset I of 
(1, . . . . m} with the property that CiE,~jv(xi) = 0 for some non-zero real 
numbers CC,, i E I: Were there two distinct such sets, say, 
then 
C “i,l”(xi)=o= C ai,*u(Xj), 
ic I, ic 12 
a!5 C ai,lu(x,)+~ .C cli,*U(Xi)=O 
is II I E 12 
for every E > 0; and for E sufficiently small, 
so that sai, I + (l/~)a,,~ # 0 for every i E I, n 12. This shows that I is indeed 
unique, and then it is clear that for each i E I, the vectors 
{U(Xj))jE {l,...,m}- {i} 
are linearly independent. 
THE UNIFORMITY OF X. The set 
% = ( U : U is a neighborhood of A2 in X2 > 
is the unique compatible uniformity of X, in the sense that for every x E X 
the set 
{ U[x] : UE%] 
is the neighborhood filter of x; here 
U[x]={yd:(x,y)d) for every U E u%! and every x E X. 
This can be found, for example, in J. L. Kelley [7]. All other uniform 
notions employed in the present paper can also be found there, with the 
exception of the following. 
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For U E 4?!, a subset Y of X is a U-net in X if 
x= u mJ1. 
YEY 
By compactness, for every U E %, there exists a finite U-net in X. 
For a non-empty equicontinuous subset F of C(X), the joint modulus of 
continuity of F is the function defined by 
QE U)=sup{sup{If(x)-f(u)l :(x, Y)EUI :feFF), UE%. 
By uniform continuity, if %JL is directed by 
u<v if U3 V, 
then, for every non-empty equicontinuous subset F of C(X), the net 
VW? wu,* converges to zero, in symbols, 
lim Q(c U) = 0. 
cJE”Ic 
The following two discretization lemmas are adaptations of results of 
E. W. Cheney [2]. 
THE FIRST DISCRETIZATION LEMMA. Let fe C(X)-G, let {U,},,, be a 
sequence in 92 such that 
Q(f, g,,...,g,; U,)< l/k for k= LA..., 
and for each k E N, let Yk be a finite U,-net in X and h, E PYk(f ). 
Then the sequence { dYk( f )},, N converges to d( f ), and the sequence 
kdkciv is uniformly bounded on X and all of its cluster points belong 
to P(f). 
ProojI Since G + Rf is an (n + 1)-dimensional subspace of C(X), 
y=SUp ICI + 5 ICil 1 Cf+ i Cigi 
i II II 1 
61 <co. 
i=l i= 1 
Fix k E N such that k > y, and fix g = I:= 1 ci gi E G. Choose x E X such that 
I(f-g)(x)l= ilf-gll and choose ye Y, such that 
su~iIf(x)--f(~)I, Iglb-g,(y)l, ...> Ig,b-gn(y)l> G l/k. 
Then 
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G llf-gll = lu---g)(x)1 G I(f-g)(x)- (.f-g)(Y)l +IV-gxY)l 
,< lf(x>-f(Y)I + f lcil Igi(x)-gi(YIl + i(f-gIt.Y)l 
i=i 
It follows that 
and with this that 
This shows that if k > y, then 
a-) d lif- hll d ( &-) 1 f IV- Ml Yk = 
Y <(l+--- 
k-y 
d(f) kgm d(f), 
whence (d,(f)),,, and (Ilf-/~~)~~~ converge to d(f). This does it. 
THE SECOXI DISCRETIZATION LEMMA. Let ffC(X)-G, let 
Y, c Yz c . . . be an ~~zc~eas~~g equence o~,~~ite ~~k~et~ of X suck fkaf 
dim(G / Y, ) = n, and for each k E N, let kk E P Yk( f) and yk E Y, + i be suck 
that 
for some constant /? > 0. 
Then the sequence { dYk(f) > k E N converges (monotonically!) to d(f), and 
the sequence {k,),,, is uniformly bounded on X and all of its cluster points 
belong to P(f). 
Proq;t Since dim(G/ Y,) = n, 
Y=suP(I/gl!: lkllY,~+-~ 
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If g E G is such that 1 g:I > 27 I.fl:. then for every h-~ N. 
I f-g I uA 3 IV-xii )‘I 3 I 1511 y, - I./11 ?, 2 .Igl ,, - / .I‘I 
2: Ilgli - I.f“l >2 1.1” !Ifi = 1.1‘11 “I i 
and therefore g 4 P yA(J). This shows that the scquencc {h,., c, is 
uniformly bounded on X. Let h bc a cluster point of {h, i k E- u in G. say: 
h = lim ,Ex hk,, and set r=lim,. , d,.;(j‘). Then 
r d d(.f) d If’- hll < :!.f‘- h,, I t .h,! - h 
<; (I(.I‘-~,,)(.Vk,)l - d,,;(f)) + &(J’) + Ihy -4 
I’ 
1 




Gj(d,.“i,, (1’) + Ilh,. , - A,! I - 4J./N + d,.,!(f) 
+Ih-hl,: r. 
whence r = d(J) and h E P(f). We are done. 
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